RESIDENT BOLDE
TERMS OF SERVICE
Function
The purpose of the website content is for informational use only. It should not be interpreted as neither
medical nor legal advice.
Copyright/Branding
All content on this website including all written works, URL, name Resident Bolde, Logo are original
works by the website owner and protected by copyright law. None of this content may be altered,
collected, replicated, downloaded, uploaded or transmitted without express written permission from
Resident Bolde.
Any use of the content not expressly permitted by these Terms of Service is a breach of these Terms of
Service and may violate copyright, trademark or other laws. Content and features of the website are
subject to change or termination without notice at Resident Bolde editorial discretion. All rights not
expressly granted herein are reserved to Resident Bolde.
If you violate any of these Terms of Service with regards to website content, you must immediately
destroy any copies you have made of any portion of the content. Any special rules for the use of certain
software and other items accessible on the Resident Bolde Site may be included elsewhere within the
Site and are incorporated into these Terms and Service by reference.

Liability
Use of the Resident Bolde Site and the Content is at your own risk. When using the Site, information will
be transmitted over a medium that may be beyond the control and jurisdiction of Resident Bolde.
Accordingly, Resident Bolde assumes no liability for or relating to the delay, failure, interruption, or
corruption of any data or other information transmitted in connection with use of the Resident Bolde
Site. The Resident Bolde Site and the content are provided on an "as is" basis.
In no event shall Resident Bolde or any third parties mentioned on the Resident Bolde Site be liable for
any kind of damage (including, without limitation, incidental and consequential damages, personal
injury/wrongful death, divorce, emotional or psychological damage, sexual dysfunction, lost profits, or
damages resulting from lost data or business interruption) resulting from the use of or inability to use
the Resident Bolde Site or the Content, whether based on warranty, contract, tort, or any other legal
theory, and whether or not Resident Bolde, or any third parties mentioned on the Resident Bolde Site
are advised of the possibility of such damages. Resident Bolde or any third parties mentioned on the
Resident Bolde Site are not liable for any personal injury, including death, caused by your use, misuse or
interpretation of the Site, or Content.
Resident Bolde does not recommend and does not endorse the content on any third-party websites.
Resident Bolde is not responsible for the content of linked third-party sites, sites framed within the

Resident Bolde Site. Your use of third-party websites is at your own risk and subject to the terms and
conditions of use for such sites.
You grant Resident Bolde and all other persons or entities involved in the operation of the Site the right
to transmit, monitor, retrieve, store, and use your information in connection with the operation of the
Site. Resident Bolde cannot and does not assume any responsibility or liability for any information you
submit, or your or third parties' use or misuse of information transmitted or received using Resident
Bolde’s tools and services.

No Cyber-manipulation
No visitor either on-site or remotely shall apply any type of technique, technology, software etc. to alter,
copy, or collect data either contained in the content of the webpages, functionality of the website, or
any form of data static or transmitted via the website.
Jurisdiction
All visitors are obligated to abide by the laws of their local jurisdiction. People who access the website
either directly or remotely agree not to use it in a manner that harasses, intimidates, nor abuse the
rights of others. If it is illegal for a visitor to view this website, the visitor takes that legal risk alone. The
laws of the United States apply to this website.
Children
This website does not knowingly collect data on children under the age of 13. This website has a target
audience of adults in their mid to late twenties or older. Its target audience is not minors.
Changes
Resident Bolde reserves all rights to make changes to its terms of service policy.
Privacy
Privacy is governed by Resident Bolde’s Privacy Policy as documented separately. No email
communications will be shared with third parties unless required to do so by law or without express
written permission. Users send emails at their own risk as no communication is 100% secure over the
internet.
Indemnity
You agree to defend, indemnify, and hold Resident Bolde, its officers, directors, employees, agents,
licensors, and suppliers, harmless from and against any claims, actions or demands, liabilities and
settlements including without limitation, reasonable legal and accounting fees, resulting from, or alleged
to result from, your violation of these Terms of Service.

